ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Sensors are extensively used in our daily lives. In recent years biosensors have become a hot research field for its high sensitivity and real-time detecting ability.
The three most common devices in detecting tiny molecules are the microcantilever biosensor, the SPR (Surface Plasmon Resonance) sensor, and the QCM (Quartz Crystal Microbalance) sensor. The microcantilever sensor can satisfy the demand for microminiaturization, but this device takes a lot of time during experiments. One of the reasons is that the binding of the analytes and the ligands is restrained by mass-transport limit, which leads to diffusion layers. In many cases, it's desirable to manipulate particle movement in a more efficient way. Ac electrokinetics refers to induced particle and fluid motion resulting from externally applied ac electric fields. This paper discusses how the ac electrokinetic force affects in the reacting rate of the analyte and the ligand, which have the size of sub-micrometer.
Microelectrode structures are commonly used in ac electrokinetics to generate the high strength ac electric fields, which is required in moving suspended particles in liquid [1] . A wide range of sizes of particles have been dielectrophoretically manipulated in this manner, from cells (~10 μm) and bacteria down to viruses (~100 nm) and protein molecules [2, 3] . Ac electrokinetics can be classified as three kinds of force: dielectrophoresis , electrothermal force , and electro-osmosis [4] . While a nonuniform ac electric field can move suspended particles using dielectrophoretic forces, it can also move the particle in the scale of sub-micrometer. In contrast, the electrothermal effect operating in higher frequency is dominant in the bulk fluid [9] . Hence only the electrothermal force is discussed in this paper.
By numerical simulation, we apply an ac electric field to induce Joule heating. The induced electrothermal force will construct a vortex field which can reduce the thickness of the diffusion layer. We expect the reduction of the thickness of the diffusion layer can accelerate the reacting rate to shorten the experimental time. However, this method is only suitable for the molecules which are restrained by mass transport limit. Simulations of the surface concentration of the complex are performed in this paper.
Theory
At the solid-liquid interface, the reaction has two step events [10] . 
Electrothermal force
Electrothermal force is induced by Joule heating which arises from the inhomogeneties in the electric field. Accordingly, it transforms electrical energy into heat energy to increase the temperature gradients. We call it the thermal effect of current or effect of Joule heating [4] .
The gradient of temperature in the liquid causes inhomogeneities in the permittivity T ε and conductivity σ of the medium, which give rise to forces causing fluid motion.
The body force E F can be given by [4] :
where / τ ε σ = is the charge relaxation time, and ω is angular frequency of the electric field E .
The local variations in temperature change the gradients of conductivity and permittivity:
For water,
per degree Kelvin, (Lide ,1994).
The force induced by a permittivity gradient is the 
The electric field
Because the electrothermal force is a time-averaged entity, it is sufficient to solve the static electric field that correspond to the root mean square (rms) value of the ac Laplace's equation [11] .
where is the electrical potential.
Φ

The temperature field
The generation of this amount of Joule heating in a very small volume could give rise to a temperature increase in the fluid. In order to estimate the temperature rise for a given electrode array, the energy balance equation must be solved [12] .
where ρ , p c , and are the density of the fluid, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the fluid, respectively.
is Joule heating.
The flow field
We assume that the density ρ and viscosity η of the modeled fluid are constant, which not be affected by temperature and concentration.
The governing equations of continuity and three-dimensional momentum can be expressed as follows: 
The concentration field
Transport of protein to and from the surface is caused by fluid flow and by diffusion.
In order to solve the problem, we apply Fick's second law:
where [ ] A is the concentration of analyte, and D is the diffusion coefficient.
The relation between concentration flux at the surface and the rate of reaction is given by 
The reaction surface
The reaction between immobilized ligand and analyte can be assumed to follow the first order Langmuir adsorption model [13, 14] 
Set-up of the simulation.
The simplified 2-D model is shown in Fig.3 In order to simplify the calculation, we use a 2-D model to optimize the design. Table 3 .1 shows that the general parameters in our simulation. Fig 3. 2 shows the mesh we used for the analysis. The degree of freedom and the number of elements are about 127000 and 13000,
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respectively. The convergence tests are performed well, so we consider that the results are convincible. 4.0x10 -9 6.0x10 -9 8.0x10 -9
1.0x10 -8
1. 
Design of operating frequency
It's agreed that the electro-osmosis is only 4.0x10 -9 6.0x10 -9 8.0x10 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the simulation is performed by the finite element analysis software, COMSOL Multiphysics TM (COMSOL Ltd., Stockholm, Sweden). We have already optimized several parameters of the microelectrode structures. The optimal widths and gap of the electrodes are 60 μm and 15 μm, respectively.
Furthermore, the optimal operating frequency and voltage are 100 KHz and 25 V rms peak-to peak, respectively. These results can be a reference for advanced experiments or simulations.
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